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Lesson Objective SW consider how different cultures have different customs and norms. SW realize 

differences in culture can cause misunderstandings and conflict in every day life. 

SW develop empathy. 

Teacher’s Goal for 
Self 

Monitor students emotional reactions as the complete the warmup. If students 
seem to be getting too heated, you might want to end the game early. 

Language & Formulas Inclusivity- allowing everyone (& everything) the opportunity and access 
Tolerance- to be accepting of others and things that are different from you, to not 
pass judgement 
Exclusive- not including others, restricting or limiting access to something 

Assumptions Students will be able to follow game rules and respect the silence rule. 
Expected Problems Students may have really strong emotional reactions to the activity.  
Materials Copies of Bargna Game directions (from Escola Mundo) 

4-5 decks of cards with all cards removed EXCEPT Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 of each suit (28 
cards/deck) 
 

  
Warm-up & Practice: 
25 min. 

Starting the Game 

Groups of 4 to 6 are seated in a circle on the floor or at a table, each  
group should be away from others. Define an order to the groups by  
putting a numbered sign at each group.  
 
Each group is given a deck of cards and rules to the new game we're  
going to play.  
 
Each group should read the rules and practice a few 

games until everyone understands how to play the game.  
 
Once everyone knows how to play, the teacher picks  
up all the rule sheets and announces that the real game is played as a tournament 
with no verbal or written conversation 

Players can communicate with gestures and drawing pictures if needed 
 

In this tournament, players rotate between groups this way:  
When a game is completed, the player with the most tricks moves to the 
next higher table.  

 
The player with the fewest tricks moves to the next lower numbered table.  

Introduction: 10 min.  Processing the experience: 

• How many people felt frustrated at some point during the activity? Why? 
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• What happened when people who had different rules tried to play the game 
together? 

• Raise your hand if you were the one person in the group who was playing 
with different rules than everyone else. Tell us about what that experience 
was like? What were you thinking? How did other people treat you? 

• How did groups deal with people who seemed to be playing wrong? 
Explain each group had a slightly different set of rules for the game.  
Draw the parallel to real life: 
 
Ask students: What does inclusivity mean? What does tolerance mean?  (define) 

How are people inclusive or exclusive at school? 
What can you do to promote tolerance? 

 
When someone joins a new group, or moves to a new home, the rules in that new 
place are similar to what he/she is used to but with some important differences 
which he/she must figure out. 
When someone joins our group, club, circle of friends, neighborhood, we should be 
flexible and supportive when the person doesn't quite "get it" how we do things 
here.  
The same is true in general, not just with people from other places. Each family and 
each person is different. Sometimes, what is normal to us is different than what is 
normal to others. 

Activity: 10 min.  If time allows: Have students get into groups and create a banner to respond to the 
question: What would an inclusive and tolerant world look like? 
Alternatively, students could use it as a journal prompt and write a response. 

Review  1.  What does it mean to be inclusive? 
2.  How does diversity and differences affect the way we interact? 

Notes: 
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